YOUR SCHOLARSHIP TO UWC DILIJAN

AN HONOUR, A RESPONSIBILITY AND A TEST OF VALUES
YOU HAVE BEEN AWARDED A SCHOLARSHIP TO UWC DILIJAN:

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

TO UWC DILIJAN:
Belief that you will add to the rich fabric of our school and will accept and live by the UWC mission and values

TO YOUR NATIONAL COMMITTEE:
Commitment to including representatives of your country in the UWC family

TO THE GENEROUS PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS PROVIDING FINANCIAL SUPPORT:
Understanding of the importance of equity of access to the world-class education in a unique setting irrespective of the family's financial situation and an opportunity to change one's life

TO YOUR FAMILY:
Pride that you have been accepted to UWC on merit and have been awarded a needs-based scholarship

AND WE HOPE TO YOU IT MEANS:

- An opportunity to receive a recognised international education, learn about other cultures, explore a new country and much more
- A duty to meet the expectations of a UWC Dilijan scholar by:
  - Living up to the UWC mission
  - Practising the UWC values at all times
  - Being a role model in behaviour and attitude
  - Justifying the donor’s trust in you and investment in your present and future
UWC DILIJAN IN BRIEF

Founded in 2014, UWC Dilijan is a member of the 18-strong movement of United World Colleges (UWC), the only such school in the post-Soviet space. It adheres to the UWC mission "to make education a force to unite people, nations and cultures for peace and a sustainable future" and practices its core values.

With capital infrastructure funded completely by philanthropic contributions, its operations are financed through a combination of school fees and charitable donations.

It has 220 students aged 16-19 from 80 countries studying the IB Diploma Programme.

28% of students are on full/nearly full scholarships and 53% are on partial scholarships enabling socio-economic, geographic and cultural diversity of its student body, the cornerstone of the UWC education.

Admissions, like in all UWCs, is supported by a large-scale scholarship programme enabled by ongoing fundraising by UWC Dilijan, national committees and the UWC movement.

UWC VALUES

- INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
- CELEBRATION OF DIFFERENCE
- PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND INTEGRITY
- MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITY AND RESPECT
- COMPASSION AND SERVICE
- RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
- A SENSE OF IDEALISM
- PERSONAL CHALLENGE
- ACTION AND PERSONAL EXAMPLE
UWC DILIJAN: A PHILANTHROPIC VISION

The UWCD founders, Ruben Vardanyan and Veronika Zonabend, together with an international group of people who believe in the power of education, have been making investments that would result in a high-engagement and long-term approach to creating social impact. With their partners and friends, the founders invested over $140 million in the infrastructure and contribute over $3 million annually to sustain a large-scale scholarship programme.

Please see the full list of our supporters on our website www.uwcdilijan.org/giving-to-uwcd/supporters

SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT IN UWC DILIJAN

$30 million for scholarships since 2014

650 supporters (financial contribution)

28% of students are on full/nearly full scholarships

53% are on partial scholarship

UWC DILIJAN - PROUD TO AWARD SCHOLARSHIPS TO DESERVING STUDENTS IN THE NAME OF ITS GENEROUS SUPPORTERS